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Abstract:
With all economic developments and institutional efforts in recent decades, the
social inequalities among ethnic groups have reduced, and the principles of equality and
social inclusion are broadly accepted in Vietnam. However, there are differences and
stigmatization in cultural aspects – the risk of intolerance and misunderstanding sometimes
becoming strongly visible, which requires the careful attention of the government to
eliminate ethnic inequalities effectively. In this process, cultural understanding and flexible
approaches from both sides, the government and the targeted ethnic group, are vital. As an
ethnic minority with their own religion, beliefs and language, the Cham in Vietnam are a
religious, linguistic minority as well. Being the long-lasting homeland with the highest
number of Cham in Vietnam, Ninh Thuận is a suitable location to examine and observe the
relation between the government and the Cham in the efforts to narrow down inequalities
and stabilize the plural characteristics of the cultural fabric.
This essay attempts to suggest that the cultural dialogue between the Cham with
local and central government institutions can help to resolve problems and eliminate ethnic
inequalities with more useful and grass-root policies. In this paper, the author would like to
describe some lingo-cultural issues among the Cham in Ninh Thuận province, which the
author observed in recent field trips. Using historical methods and in-depth conversations
with intellectuals, clerics, youths, and other Cham, the author suggests that lingo-cultural
issues should be considered seriously to access genuine integration and harmony. Firstly, I
will briefly introduce the Cham in the area of study. Secondly, I will describe incidents and
circumstances in three fields: policy toward the Cham language (Akhar Thrah), religious
recognition for the Cham Bani, and cultural heritage preservation (Ppo Klaong Garai
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Temple Tower complex) to point out the current situation with potential inequalities and
disagreement. In the third part, implemented solutions from the provincial and central
administrative institutions, as well as suggested approaches will be discussed to stress that
the cultural dialogue plays a vital role in the pursuit of sustainable equality and integration.
Keywords: Cham, lingo- cultural issues, cultural dialogue

Introduction
In recent years, Vietnam has experienced a fast and booming economic development. As a
result, the poverty situation improved significantly. However, disparities have persisted in many
aspects including the gap between ethnic groups. The central government, as well as provincial
administrations, always declare their determination to eliminate ethnic inequalities, cultural
distances, and promote social integration. In its Constitution, directives, and circulars, the
Vietnamese government affirms and ensures that all ethnic groups have the right to maintain and
develop their own culture, practice their customs, religions, and languages free from any
discrimination.1 However, there are complexities and difficulties that challenge those affirmations
and efforts. As a conventional approach of inequality, income gaps lead to status anxiety- the
feeling of not counting much in the eyes of others. Therefore, it is popularly believed that economic
distance paves the way for social ills and cultural weaknesses. However, in this paper, the author
wants to focus more on cultural inequalities themselves rather than as a result of economic
inequalities because limits and inequalities in lingo-cultural fields can be a considerable risk for the
maintenance and development of indigenous cultures of disfranchised groups themselves as well as
for social integration and harmony. In this paper, the author would like to describe some lingocultural issues among the Cham in Ninh Thuận province where I have conducted field trips since
2015. This essay mostly relies on the relations between the Cham and local and central politics,
especially in lingo-religious-cultural issues. Of course, in the analyzed aspects, the relations of the
Cham with the Kinh – the majority group in Vietnam – and other ethnic groups such as the Raglai
are also visual, but the content of this essay primarily focuses on the relation with the government
and implemented policies which directly relate to the Cham. Combining historical methods and indepth conversations with intellectuals, clerics, youths, and other Cham, the author suggests that
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lingo- cultural issues should be considered seriously in order to have more equitable policies and
achieve engaging and sustainable multiculturalism and equity. Three aspects will be discussed in
this paper: the Cham language (Akhar Thrah) in bilingual (or multilingual) policies, religious
practices and recognition of the Cham Bani, and cultural heritage preservation (Ppo Klaong Garai
Tower Complex).

1. Demographic and general information
The Cham are a Malayo-Polynesian ethnic group who were the earliest inhabitants of the
area of what is today central Vietnam and heirs of a powerful ancient civilization called the Champa.
The Champa existed from the 2nd century to the 19th century, and this long existence contributed to
the cultural development and historical consciousness on the Champa as well as its legacy among
the Cham. Today, the Cham are one of 54 ethnic groups in Vietnam living in south-central
provinces of Vietnam such as Ninh Thuận, Bình Thuận, Bình Định, Phú Yên and southern
provinces including An Giang, Tây Ninh, Đồng Nai, and Hồ Chí Minh City2. Based on the living
area and cultural characteristics, the Cham in Vietnam are divided into three groups. Most of the
Cham in Vietnam live in Ninh Thuận and Bình Thuận, and are often called the Cham Panduranga.
The Cham in Phú Yên and Bình Định are the Cham Hroi, and those in southern provinces are the
Southern Cham (Chăm Nam bộ). The Cham Panduranga is the biggest group, and due to their
historical background as well as self-identification, the Champa culture is deeply embedded in their
daily life. They proudly see themselves as the heirs and remnants of Champa civilization with a
continuous existence in this area despite political, military, and social fluctuations. There are around
101,964 Cham people in these two provinces, with 67,274 people3 living in Ninh Thuận (41.6% of
the Cham population of Vietnam) 4. In Ninh Thuận, the Cham live in settlements with other ethnic
groups such as Vietnamese and Raglai people with a combination of languages and religions. Palei
Pamblap Biruw (Vn.:Phước Nhơn), where I have conducted my research since 2015, is one of these
settlements. There are 1,516 households and 6,567 persons in this Palei in 2016.5
Religiously, there are three main groups of the Cham in Ninh Thuận based on their
religious beliefs: as they call themselves, they are the Cham Ahiér (with the influence of
Brahmanism), the Cham Awal (or Bani with Islamic influence) and the Cham Islam. There is also a
small number of Cham in Ninh Thuận who only worships ancestors, and they are sometimes
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counted as the fourth religious group of Cham (Cham Jat) in Ninh Thuận.6 In Palei Pamblap Biruw,
there are two main groups based on their religious identity: Cham Awal (Bani) and Cham Islam.
From the linguistic view, the Cham in Ninh Thuận or more broadly, the Cham Panduranga,
mainly use Akhar Thrah (i.e. straight writing) as their mother tongue while among the Cham in the
southern area, Akhar Qu’ran and Akhar Jawi are widely taught and used, which is strongly related
to Islam and religious education. The Cham Hroi prefer to use Latin scripts for transcribing and
writing the Cham language.7 Knowing and preserving Akhar Thrah is considered a proof of being
‘more authentic Cham’ for people in Ninh Thuận and Bình Thuận compared with other Cham,
especially in the southern part. 8
Therefore, from religious and linguistic perspectives, there exist internal diversity and
complexity that the government should take into account in making and enforcing policies related to
this ethnic group or one of their sub-groups. In the following sections, the situation and concerns
related to Akhar Thrah, Cham Bani and the Ppo Klaong Garai temple complex will be described
and discussed to pave the way for understanding and suggesting sustainable efforts for ethnic
equality.

2. Some lingual- social and cultural issues among the Cham in Ninh Thuận
2.1. Akhar Thrah in bilingual (or multilingual) policy
The Cham language is one of several Austronesian languages found in Vietnam, and is
closely related to the Malay language. The sphere of what is called the ‘Chamic language group’
covers the languages of ethnic groups of Churu, Raghlai, H’roi, Jarai, Rade, and as far as that of the
Utsat in Hainan island9 as well as scripts in the Philippines.10
Akhar Thrah (straight writing) or so-called ‘Eastern Cham’, which is popularly used among
Cham Panduranga today was well developed under the Ppo Romé reign (17th century) and became
the language in Cham manuscripts written on palm leaves (lá buông) or paper after that. 11 With the
efforts of pioneering French scholars such as E. Aymonier and Cabaton in the early 20 th century and
then G. Moussay in the 1970s, dictionaries and the first standardization were introduced. Under the
Republic Government of South Vietnam, the first Cham textbook was compiled by some Cham
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teachers in 1961.12 After the reunification of Vietnam (1975), in 1985, Cham intellectuals in the
Committee for the Compilation of Cham Books (Ban biên soạn Sách chữ Chăm (BBSSCB)
(established in 1978), standardized Akhar Thrah and published several textbooks and reference
books used in schools. Until now most pupils in Ninh Thuận and Bình Thuận have been learning
and becoming familiar with this way of writing. Akhar Thrah was taught in schools from 1978 in
Thuận Hải province (Ninh Thuận and Bình Thuận today) with two classes and 82 students at
elementary level. After the provincial division in 1992, Cham children in Ninh Thuận continue to
be able to study Akhar Thrah as their mother tongue. In the 2002-2003academic year, Ninh Thuận
had 23 elementary schools in Cham communities with 367 classes and 9,886 students, meaning
100% of Cham children learned Akhar Thrah.13 More recently, official statistics published by the
Central Committee of Ethnic Affairs in 2015 recorded a high percentage of Cham people knowing
their own language (99.4%).14 The government also supports education and training programs for
Cham language teachers with an emphasis on teaching methods of Cham language as the mother
tongue.15 On Channel 5 of national television and the provincial channels of Ninh Thuận and Bình
Thuận, there are programs broadcast in Akhar Thrah. However, the reality is more complicated than
these high numbers.
The Vietnam government enforces a bilingual policy for ethnic minorities in which
Vietnamese is taught as the mainstream language (V.n.: chữ phổ thông) and primary tool of
communication in society; the mother tongue of an ethnic group can be taught along with
Vietnamese and be compulsory in elementary schools. Furthermore, since the 2000s, English was
enforced as a required foreign language. 16 Hence, in fact, for Cham students, Vietnamese – the
official language – is taught from the 1st grade until the 12th grade. In the 2015 report, 78.6 % of
Cham people 15 or older can read and write Vietnamese17; English is taught from the third grade
onwards as a required foreign language and their mother tongue, and Akhar Thrah is taught in
schools until the fifth grade. However, the Cham language is an optional subject and the time span
for the Cham classes is only three sessions (tiết in Vietnamese, and which is 35 minutes) per
week. 18 The textbook is lent for free during the academic year but will be collected by schools
before the summer holiday so that the next group of pupils can borrow them for studying. 19 In 2016,
at the elementary level, there were 886 teachers out of 1,366 teachers (64.9%) of Ninh Thuận who
did not know the mother tongue of their ethnic students. This is a significant barrier to teach and
communicate with students and their parents. 20 At higher levels, the ethnic minority boarding high
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school of Ninh Thuận (formerly known as Ppo Klaong Garai High school) is the only school where
students in the 10th and 11th grades can learn Akhar Thrah as elective classes with free textbooks
and materials. In reality, the number of students in these optional classes is quite small (in 20092010, there were 24 students of the 11 th grade and 16 students in the 10th grade who learned the
Cham language) and includes students from other ethnic groups of the province such as the Raglai
people. Even the Raglai language might share similarities with the Cham language, but Cham
language classes are still not appealing to them.21
In fact, during my field trips, I observed that many Cham students at the elementary level
can manage quite well with all three languages, but the condition is worse in lower secondary and
high schools because Akhar Thrah is no longer taught at those higher levels. At the same time, there
is a critical decrease in the number of students continuing their study at those levels. In the 2015
report, there was a high percentage of Cham children attending primary schools but this was lower
for lower secondary and much lower for high schools at 90.3%, 73.3%, and 41.8% respectively.22
Hence, from both quantity and quality aspects, teaching and learning the Cham language faces
enormous challenges. Therefore, the question of what is the exact definition of knowing or being
fluent in a language should be considered by policymakers in the education and training field. If it is
speaking only, those high numbers are reliable since most of the Cham in Ninh Thuận can speak
and communicate in standardized Akhar Thrah. However, as a language with its own script and
long written tradition, the reality that many students forget how to read and write Akhar Thrah is a
severe concern. They can speak because it is used in family and community conversation rather
than as a result of formal education at schools. Neither my host, his wife nor their five children
(aged between 18 years old to 34 years old) could read and write Akhar Thrah. When my female
host wanted to send some offerings to her dead relative at a funeral, she needed to ask for help from
my Cham language teacher to write the list of offerings on the paper in Akhar Thrah. In daily
conversation among young Cham, using Vietnamese words in sentences is increasing. In short
interviews with the Cham in the video of the Caraih lotus field, we can observe this phenomenon
clearly.23 In karaoke songs, Cham songs are transliterated with Latin so that Cham people can sing
along easily since Vietnamese is also written in Latin, so it is convenient for people to read Akhar
Thrah in Latin script rather than its own script. There was even discussion among Cham
intellectuals to use Latin script for Akhar Thrah so that it is easier for people to learn and retain it.
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Indeed, reading and writing are significant challenges for Cham language maintenance and
development.
In Phước Nhơn, a Japanese language center was established in 2016 with funds raised by a
Japanese non-governmental organization called Manabiya Tsubasa and attracted students in the
village and nearby. The number of students is around 30 per year. 24 This project was initiated by a
Cham who worked and then established a company with Japanese partners in Hồ Chí Minh City.
The number of Cham working for Japanese companies in this settlement has risen in recent years so
that children have attended these free Japanese classes with hope for a brighter future. A niece of
my host’s neighbor, a fifth-grade student, can manage well in four languages: she can sing Japanese
songs, speak English quite confidently, read Cham fast and speak in Vietnamese fluently
correspondingly with her age and her grade. However, whether students like her can retain this pace
in higher levels of education and which foreign language is more suitable for them is left for further
research.
In brief, despite the efforts of the government as well as Cham intellectuals, the danger of
erosion and devaluation of Akhar Thrah, especially in reading and writing, is obvious. It is largely
due to the ambitious but inefficient multilingual policy from the government, so an equitable and
responsive language policy is needed in which the role and the need of students should be central.
2.2. Identity Card incident in 2017 and the question of religious identity among the Cham Bani
During Ramâwan of 2017, when I spent my research leave in Palei Pamplap Biruw, there
was a discussion and debate related to religion registration in newly-issued identity cards reading
‘Đạo Hồi’ (Islam) instead of ‘Bà ni’ (Bani). The Cham Bani in this settlement disagreed with this
new way of registration, and the topic immediately triggered a robust debate on social media as well
as in daily conversation. Traditionally, the Cham Bani have a good relation with the Ahiér, and the
dualism among Ahiér -Awal is obvious.25 In more detail, priests of Cham Ahiér and Cham Awal had
good relationships with each other for a long time. In the past, Cham Awal priests were considered
monitors of royal palaces when the kings were absent, even though Cham kings were followers of
Ahiér. Cham Ahiér priests usually give gifts to Cham Awal priests during Ramâwan; they attend the
rituals of the other religion and play a role in those rituals as well. 26 Nowadays, during the Katé
festival, Cham Bani in Phước Nhơn devotedly worship at Ppo Romé tower (sometimes their
number is more than the Cham Ahiér themselves from Hậu Sanh (Thuer), a nearby Cham village).27
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In contrast, the relation between Cham Bani and Cham Islam in this village is not that good.
Historically, from the 1960s when Islam came to the village there was strong conflict. 28 In the
1980s, there was dispute between two groups again. Therefore, a long-lasting and deep-rooted
suspicion toward each other persists among them. This dispute is part of the reason for the stronger
reaction among the Cham Bani in this village to the identity card incident in 2017.
Besides, in religious practices, the Cham Bani does not follow five pillars of Islam strictly.
Their practices of these essential doctrines are flexible. There is a Ppo Acar clerical class that is
unique for the Cham Bani with the hierarchy and being representatives of Cham Bani households in
religious practices and rituals. Shahada, Salat, and Sawn, to some extent, are visible and important
among this class. However, for the Bani laity community, these practices are blurred and robustly
flexible. In their notion of divinity, there is the incorporation of other Ppo (usually translated as
gods or saints) rather than Ppo Ualah into their pantheons. A sang mâgik (a compound term of sang
meaning “house” in the Cham language and mâgik which is believed to be from the Arabic word
masjid), a prayer place for the Cham Bani, is not built and organized in the same way as a typical
masjid. During Ramâwan, it is open to all Cham Bani to come and pray. However, in my
accompany with my female host to sang mâgik during Ramâwan in Palei Pamblap Biruw in 2017
and 2019, I mostly see women of all households in long white dresses and leaving offerings (betel
leaves and areca nuts are among the essential offerings), attending the prayer section which is
usually from the late afternoon. Moreover, Mbeng Muk kei or ancestor veneration, is also prominent
among the Cham Bani community during Ramâwan. These ceremonies are to invite ancestors to
return and join them in this month. Due to a strong Vietnamese influence, drinking beer in this
month is increasingly acceptable among male laity Cham Bani in recent years. Zakat and Hajj,
mostly due to the economic conditions of the Cham Bani community, are not practiced. ‘Exchange
of rice’ by older women is believed to be a practical version of Zakat among the Cham Bani.
On 19 June, 2017 the Religious Council of Bani Clerics and the Board of Religious Support
in Palei Pamblap Biruw sent petitions to the local and central religious authorities to proclaim their
disagreement with this reclassification and the separation between ‘Hồi giáo’ and ‘Bani’ and
mentioned an ‘unknown reason’ for this sudden change. This ‘unknown reason’ is in the official
dispatch dated June 2nd, 2017, from the Department of Administrative Management on Social Order
and Security to command police departments to register ID card applicants’ religions according to
the list of 13 state-recognized religions, not with the sub-groups.29 More broadly, the Cham Bani
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has been included in the population of Muslims in official statistics and academic scholarship with
the popular term ‘Old Islam’.30 For example, in the statistics in 2015 published by the Committee of
Ethnic Affairs, the listing of the Cham based on religions reflects this mainstream viewpoint: 82.8%
of Cham people are followers of religions including 48.4% of Islam (Hồi giáo), 33.5% of
Brahmanism (Bà la môn) and a small number of Buddhists, Protestants, and Catholics. 31
Getting back to the event of June 2017, in response to the petition and people's reactions, at
the end of that month, the Head of Police of Ninh Thuận commanded that all identity cards of the
Cham Bani would be registered as per the information in the household registration book. It meant
that the religion would be listed as Bani, not Islam anymore. In August, the police of Ninh Hải
district came to Xuân Hải commune to issue and change villagers’ IDs. 32 So this issue was
temporarily solved with the determined request of the Cham Bani as well as quick response and
flexibility of the Provincial Police. However, it is still an on-going debate among the Cham Bani as
well as dignitaries. In my last visit during Ramâwan 2019 in May and June, Imưm Dương Điệp in
Phước Nhơn strongly affirmed the difference between Islam and Bani, but he also said that there are
Bani priests who accept the view of Bani as a sub-sect of Islam. On June 7th, 2019, the provincial
and communal police of Ninh Thuận held a meeting with Bani priests to collect their opinions
related to the name of their religion. Therefore, this particular incident suggests the need for
viewing religious classification and registration in a broader context, taking into account the
flexibility of practices in regards to Five Pillars of Islam among the Cham Bani, shifting discussions
among the Cham Bani themselves, the historical dispute among the Cham Bani and Cham Islam as
well as the influence of Islamophobia in recent years. 33
2.3. Tangible heritage preservation: the case of the Ppo Klaong Garai temple complex
Ninh Thuận is the homeland of a lot of famous Cham intangible and tangible heritage. Cham
tower complexes are the symbol of architectural heritage and legacy of Champa in general and
Panduranga in particular, and their prominence can be seen in the capital city’s name of Ninh
Thuận: Phan Rang-Tháp Chàm (Cham tower). In Ninh Thuận, there are three prominent Champa
temple complexes, including Hòa Lai (three towers) from the 9 th century, Ppo Klaong Garai from
the 13th century), and Ppo Romé (dated to the 16-17th centuries). Ppo Klaong Garai is in the city of
Phan Rang-Tháp Chàm and is believed to have been the worship place of King Jaya Sinhavarman
III of Champa.34 This temple tower complex includes three separate towers: the main tower, the
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gate tower, and the fire tower. The complex looks out to Dinh river. Commonly, Champa temple
towers were built near the river, which suggests the importance of the river system for Champa’s
economics, political, and religious centers. 35 At the entrance of the main tower, there are two stone
pillars with carved inscriptions. Ppo Klaong Garai is among the most important and beautiful Cham
tower complexes and a prominent and important heritage that was ordered to be preserved,
conserved and developed into a tourist destination by the Vietnamese Government in Directive No.
121-CT dated May 12, 1982.36 In 1980s-1990s, Ppo Klaong Garai was restored with the help of the
Ateliers for the Conservation of Culture Property of Poland (PKZ). It was considered the most
successful case of restoration due to authenticity even though modern cement was used instead of
natural resin as in Cham architectural tradition. 37 This tower complex is a “living heritage’ (bimong
diip in Cham) in contrast with abandoned towers such as the Hòa Lai tower complex. It has been a
spiritual space to consolidate the Cham of different religions, especially Cham Ahiér and Cham
Awal and even broader with the Raglai people who keep and protect the clothes of Ppo Klaong
Garai. Therefore, this tower complex not only has architectural value but is also a cultural space. In
December 2016, it was recognized as a Special National Heritage in a decree signed by the Prime
Minister. 38 This is the highest national ranking for heritage in Vietnam and theoretically, this
heritage would be protected with highest care. However, in reality, this heritage is endangered by
unsustainable tourism. In order to promote tourism in the province, this spot is open to the public
with tickets priced at only 15,000 Vietnam dong (about 70 US cents). On my last visit to the site in
June 2019, I observed free group tour guides and free long scarf loan services that help tourists visit
the temple appropriately and know more about the history and construction of this temple, as well
as an electric car service. Obviously, this temple complex could be a bridge for cultural
understanding. However, with the rise of tourism and without the knowledge of historical and
cultural value of inscriptions, tourists have vandalized them with words and phrase in Vietnamese,
and by various tools that seriously damage these inscriptions. In fact, inscriptions are the most
important historical source of Champa therefore these inscriptions are precious. The situation is
similar to the dome and wall of two minor towers. In comparison with Ppo Nagar tower in Nha
Trang, the level of Vietnamization at Ppo Klaong Garai is lower, perhaps thanks to a large
community of Cham and the existence of the center of Cham studies in this province. However,
opening the tower every day instead of great religious occasions by Cham Ahiér priests39, lighting
incense sticks by tourists instead of burning aromatic woods fragments and candles (also during
designated festivals only),40 building tourist resting places and new houses41 in the protected area
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are also issues that need to be considered to help encourage more sustainable tourism with respect
to indigenous culture and economic benefits for the Cham from these tourist activities.

3. Discussion and concluding remarks
In the linguistic field, there are still debates and controversy in the Cham community about the
changes and revisions in scripts as well success and limitations of the Committee for Ccompiling
Cham books. 42 The question of effectiveness of bilingualism (or even multilingualism) is still
critical. We need a comprehensive evaluation of language policy and implementation as well as
results and shortcomings, the relation between bilingual or trilingual policy and socio-economic and
cultural development and equality among peoples, especially minorities with their own languages to
accommodate their own needs in the broader context of national and international scales. For the
maintenance and development of the Cham language, the government can support and facilitate
platform and policies for more appropriate teaching and training methods as well as time span and
program contents.
In the religious discussion, there is a need to enhance the dynamic relation between the Cham
priests with the official government and Cham people in daily life and religious practices. This can
help the government listen to the voices and wants of people, and, in turn, help people engage
actively in policy-making processes related to their own identity. The government should lay the
platform for inter-faith dialogue among the Cham especially between Cham Bani and Cham Islam
to minimize misunderstandings and maximize peaceful co-existence.
For cultural preservation, Article 13 of the Law on Cultural Heritage prohibits all vandalizing of
cultural heritage, and Article 20 requests related authorities to conduct suitable measures to protect
intangible heritages. 43 It is necessary to strengthen the legal system as well as enhance the
awareness of tourists. Sustainable tourism is also an essential aim since it helps bring about
economic benefits and protect heritage at the same time. In the case of Ppo Klaong Garai, this task
is needed not only to preserve the structure of the complex but also protect the spiritual space which
the Cham engages and belongs to. It can be helpful to promote and diversify tours, especially
cultural and eco-tours. In the context of cultural start-ups, Cham people have tried to utilize the
cultural heritage of their ethnic group to start businesses. In Ninh Thuận, there are different
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handicrafts and traditions that can be useful for cultural start-ups such as brocade weaving, pottery
making, herbal medication. The projects of the lotus eco-tourism zone of Caraih and Cham
homestay of the teacher Quảng Ngọc Nhiên 44 or the Inrahani brocade weaving company using
traditional patterns started by Ms. Trụ Thị Thuận are among the successful projects. Supporting
cultural tourism and eco-tourism to attract tourists and introduce cultural characteristics is a good
way to help the Cham earn their living as well as to actively preserve the Cham culture. It is also
vital to encourage Cham intellectuals and youth to research and spread the word about their history
and culture in the Cham language, Vietnamese, and English for better understanding among the
wider Vietnamese population as well as among tourists. Therefore, a cultural dialogue, ‘the oldest
and the most fundamental mode of democratic conversation,’ 45 should be an essential tool for
enhancing social cohesion and a sense of community as well as reducing rejection and conflicts. As
the ultimate goal, besides economic benefits, when people are exposed more to diversity,
appreciation and tolerance can be increased along with knowing about and understanding
differences and similarities with others. In the long term, a truly multi-cultural society with fewer
suspicions and greater harmony can be obtained.
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